
Morningstar’s operational risk assessment establishes  
a new standard for market participants who want  
to demonstrate a commitment to quality service and  
their ability to meet or exceed mission critical  
performance objectives.

The assessment provides institutional investors with 
an independent, objective, and thorough analysis of the 
operational risks and capabilities  
of residential mortgage servicers, consumer finance  
loan servicers, loan originators, due diligence contractors  
and vendors (third party service providers) that play  
key role in many types of financial transactions  
(transaction participants), including:
 r Residential Mortgage Prime, Non-Prime,  
Subordinate Lien, Master and Special Servicers
 r Due Diligence Firms
 r Component Servicers
 r Residential Loan Originators
 r Asset Backed Servicers
 r Residential Industry Vendors 

Comprehensive Performance Assessment
Our analysis focuses on non-credit related operational 
risks, and the effectiveness of the transaction participant’s 
protocols to mitigate operational risk, to comply with state 
and Federal mandates and regulations and to adhere  
to industry best practices. Our assessment consists of an 
in-depth analysis of the transaction participant’s controls 
and operating efficiency with attention to management 
depth, organizational structure, policies and procedures, 
performance metrics across all relevant servicing areas 
and all mission critical functions expected to be performed 
by the transaction participant. 

The assessment is based on an examination of essential 
functions, such as:
 r Management and Staff Experience, Recruitment, 
 r Training and Turnover 
 r Audit and Internal Controls
 r Vendor Management
 r Payment Processing and Controls
 r  Investor Accounting, Reporting and Reconciliation 
Organization and Controls

 r  Systems Architecture and Technology Development, 
Disaster Recovery, Business Resumption and  
Network Security
 r Historical Portfolio Performance
 r  Customer Relationship Management:  
Performance Metrics
 r  Homeownership Retention: Performance Metrics  
and Compliance With Government Initiatives
 r Bankruptcy and Foreclosure Management 
 r Real Estate Owned Asset Management

Investor Focused Analysis
Morningstar’s operational risk assessment is conducted 
from an “investor” perspective by taking a close look at 
what impact the transaction participant’s performance may 
have on its investors and overall transaction success. 

Experience You Can Trust
Our team of experienced operational risk professionals 
has a deep level of expertise providing assessments 
for a broad range of transaction participants including 
residential servicers, consumer finance servicers and 
industry vendors. 

Transparent, Comprehensive, and Timely
Morningstar makes its operational risk analyses available 
and transparent to all market participants with unfettered 
access to the operational risk assessment reports and 
related rankings for each participant that Morningstar  
has analyzed. The assessment report provides an  
in-depth look at Morningstar’s opinion of the risk profile 
of the transaction participant, combined with detailed 
performance metrics and analytics, all delivered in a 
consistent format that market participants can use as an 
independent research tool. Morningstar conducts timely 
follow-up assessments and review of the rankings to 
ensure that investors have access to relevant information 
at all times.
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Operational Risk Ranking
Our operational risk ranking, while derived through a 
comprehensive analysis, is designed to be illustrative of 
a servicer’s or vendor’s ability to meet or exceed prudent 
operational standards as established by Morningstar’s 
assessment methodology. Each assessment includes  
a current overall ranking in addition to a forecast based  
on our view of the servicer’s or vendor’s likelihood  
of maintaining current performance levels given 
its historical and current performance metrics, risk 
management protocols, and technology infrastructure  
and our consideration of future industry trends and  
market conditions.

Morningstar Credit Ratings, LLC (“Morningstar”) is a Nationally 
Recognized Statistical Ratings Organization (NRSRO) that has earned 
a reputation for innovation and excellence in the structured finance 
market. Our goal is to help institutional investors identify credit risk 
in structured finance investments. Our analytical approach stresses 
transparency of the ratings process, strong fundamental credit  
analysis, and comprehensive investor-focused reporting. With  
Morningstar, structured finance investors have access to high  
quality ratings, investment research, surveillance services, data,  
and technology solutions.  
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Any assessment performed by the Operational Risk Assessment Group is only an opinion regarding a participant, which may be (i) made available on Morningstar’s website at ratingagency.morningstar.com in the form of  
a report and related ranking and (ii) based on certain factors, information and subject to various qualifications, caveats and considerations enumerated with respect thereto at the “Morningstar Analysis and Considerations”  
link at ratingagency.morningstar.com and/or in the publication of the assessment. Any assessments, rankings, forecasts, or changes thereto, are not NRSRO credit ratings within the meaning of Section 3 of the Securities 
Exchanges Act of 1934 (“Exchange Act”) or credit ratings subject to the Exchange Act requirements and regulations promulgated there under with respect to NRSROs.

Any assessments, rankings or forecasts are published solely for information purposes and are not an offer to buy or sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy or sell any security or derivative and should not to be construed as  
providing investment services in any state, country or jurisdiction.

Exceeds Prudent Standards1

Demonstrates Proficiency in Standards2

Demonstrates Compliance with Standards3

Demonstrates Lack of Compliance with Standards4

Operation Type Assessment Grade Forecast

Evolving Negative

Stable Positive
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